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Setting Standards Across Seven Sectors

Emergency | Hospital | Sport | Veterinary | Medical | First Aid | Retail

To order call 0161 902 3030 email marketing@steroplast.co.uk or visit www.steroplast.co.uk

Multi surface wipes ideal for general cleaning & damp dusting

**Sani-Cloth Detergent Wipes**

Multifunctional cleaning wipes that are ideal for general cleaning and damp dusting.

**Features & Benefits**

- Ready to use wipes.
- Deep well lid to store last dispensed wipe.
- 150ct slim canister for a better grip.
- Brackets to fix on walls and/or vertical or horizontal poles (round or square poles).
- Colour coded yellow for PDI detergent wipes along with yellow brackets to help identify formulation.
- Low smear biodegradable formulation.
- Range of pack formats.
- Large wipes to ensure good surface coverage.
- Pre-threaded buckets ready for use.
- 30ct Handy pack for community nurses.
- 60ct Flow wrap is maceratable and as such environmental friendly.

**Compliance**

- Clear lid buckets to control wipes usage.
- Good material compatibility.
- Pre-dosed wipe.
- FREE Auditing along with product training available to PDI range users – Both supported by ETP system and tablets to manage collected data and ease access to e-training.

**Competitively priced**

- No mixing, no measuring, saves valuable time and provides ample space.
- Refill bag and sole lid dispensing bag are economical and environmentally friendly.